BLUE SKY D411
Installed Vehicle & Vessel Tracking
Solution
Easy installation, simple configuration, and autonomous
operation: Blue Sky Network’s D411 is the ideal solution
for maritime and land-based operations requiring a
cost-effective, simplified tracking solution. Since the
D411 tracks your assets through Iridium satellite rather
than cellular constellations, there are never any roaming
charges or coverage gaps, even in the most remote
locations.
The D411 works seamlessly with our SkyRouter platform
by utilizing the GPS / GLONASS and Iridium satellite
networks to help customers continuously improve the
safety, communication, and operational efficiency of their
maritime and land-based operations all over the world.

Real-Time Safety, Security, Operational Efficiency

Simple

Blue Sky D411 is easy to install, manage
and use. Simply install the device and let it
track your vessels and vehicles.

Autonomous Operation

Once installed, the D411 will continually
report back to your control center, ensuring
that your vessels & vehicles are tracked 24/7.

Compact

Blue Sky D411 can be covertly installed
into any marine or land-based asset due to
its compact size.

Ensures Compliance

Set zone restrictions on SkyRouter for alert
notifications if your vessels travel in or out of
restricted areas.
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Key Features of Blue Sky D411 + SkyRouter

100% Global Coverage

Dynamic Reporting

Completely Secure

Geofencing / Restricted Areas

Enhanced Map Management

Remotely Accessible

Live tracking with Iridium and GPS
providing pole-to-pole coverage, in even
the most remote locations.

Hosted on fully redundant servers
controlled by secure service gateway
(SSG) devices.

Innovative overlays, geofencing, single/
multi-screen views and real-time updates.

Automatic event triggers, customizable
reporting intervals, extensive device, usage,
and invoice data reporting.

Create custom areas within SkyRouter and
receive an alert when an asset enters or
exits these restricted areas.

SkyRouter is touch screen friendly on any
Android or iOS device.

Certified homologation to operate in Brazil and Russia
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